KIHEI, HI, THU, JULY 18, 1941

JAPAN-USA RELATIONS MAY CHANGE TIDE IF USA GROWS TOO DEEP WITH ANGLO-U.S.

Danger Point, Vidvostikov, is Questioned that Anglo-America Must Solve Aid To Russia

TOKYO, Aug. 18—Declaring it is regrettable that the Soviet decided to join the Anglo-American camp in war against Japan, Mr. Tetsuzo Hasegawa, the Korean chief of state, said that “Japan as a partner of Italy and Germany cannot remain indifferent to increasing collaboration among the Anglo-Unite
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Prosperity ...

It looks as though we now have a profit motive at work. People are spending money freely because they feel that they will be making a profit from it. The old saying, "spend money if you can," seems to be the rule of the day.
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A Y A R C T I C I R O N -

“Sapphires and Diamonds” by Dorothy Trowbridge

I MAKE IT

SEEDLESS APPLE UNDER U. S. WING

HUNTINGTON PARK, Cal. (UP)—Mrs. Libbie Wilson and the Department of Agriculture have formed an unusual partnership in hopes of making “coreless and seedless” apples as common a table delicacy as the navajo stall.

Mrs. Wilson’s part of the bargain is to go on a hunting trip for a low tree in her backyard which bears the unusual fruit and to send samples to the government’s laboratory. The department’s job is to have the horticultural experts examine the specimens and decide their time and skill toward making the feaured “apple core” as usual as the table.

At present all hands are experimenting with the blossoms of the tree. This is the first time agricultural officers have seen them or have had the opportunity of investigating valuable clues which the blossoms contain. Mrs. Wilson has been gathering choice blossoms and pressing them carefully for shipment to Maryland, where the experiments are being carried on.

First notice of the new fruit came last year when Mr. Wilson sent a few handfuls of samples to the government. Department officials examined the seeds and decided that the apple is worthy of attention. It is said that the apple contains a number of valuable characteristics, such as a large fruit, a short growing season, and a hardiness which may make it an important variety to the apple growers of the United States.

The house of hazards—by MacArthur

LONDON (UP) — Those Nazi can’t stop English Englishmen, even if it is a golf ball. Through the haze, and whistles, and white balls are falling, players may take over without penalty for coating them.

The positions of known dislocated joints are marked by red flags at a reasonable, but not guaranteed, safe distance.

“Shrapnel and bomb splinters on the fairways or in the rough makes a club’s maintenance a hard job to make without penalty.”

Indiana of Old Buried Master with His Dog

UNION SPRINGS, N. Y. (UP)—Evidence that prehistoric residents of New York State were dogs, their dogs when they went to the Haven Golf Club. Grand has been unearthed by scientists.

The evidence was found by William A. Billich, Rochester Museum of Art, and a canine expert. Scientists have found bones of a dog among the bones of 25 human beings who were buried some 15 centuries ago.

No other small dogs have been found in New York State Indian burials, this is the first time remains of larger hound dogs have been unearthed by scientists.

What did she sell the description? Pauline?” “A ball, and it was just the size of a ball. But if you looked at it, you.”

Harry turned to his left hand. “And what about your engagement ring, are you? Well, why don’t you have it here and you can give it back to me.”

“I better get out of here, after all, and it’s a waste of time. I had nothing to lose, but I couldn’t lose it.”

O’Brien join forces in a novelty skit entitled “You’re Old, Mr. O’Brien. Why didn’t you try to patch things up? But you can’t try to patch things up. This is the first time agricultural officials have seen them or have had the opportunity of investigating valuable clues which the blossoms contain. Mrs. Wilson has been gathering choice blossoms and pressing them carefully for shipment to Maryland, where the experiments are being carried on.

First notice of the new fruit came last year when Mr. Wilson sent a few handfuls of samples to the government. Department officials examined the seeds and decided that the apple is worthy of attention. It is said that the apple contains a number of valuable characteristics, such as a large fruit, a short growing season, and a hardiness which may make it an important variety to the apple growers of the United States.
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PREMATURE JUBILATION!  \(\text{Proctor}^{1}\) announced recently that \(\text{IP}^{2}\) lightweight \(\text{Joe}^{3}\)质量问题 made his debut in a match on the 1941-42 season. It is likely that if \(\text{Joe}^{3}\)质量问题 should join \(\text{Uncle Sam}^{4}\)质量问题, he will engage in recruiting work or as a blanket inspector.  

With a return boot satisfied in the contract, \(\text{Joe}^{3}\)质量问题 would be well on his way to acting as a blanket inspector to permit an attempt to regain his title, should he lose the crown to \(\text{Lou}^{5}\)质量问题 and \(\text{Jams}^{6}\)质量问题.  

NATIONAL, single champion Don McNeil seems way ahead of the game and it is in having a half-time getting started. If McNeil wants to defend his National single crown at Forest Hills this September he must find some way to progress.

GOING BACK to Lou质量问题, it has been reported that the blond California质量问题 has been spending his days, since June 20, in the Maine woods roughing it with plenty of read-water.

Coach Howard Robinson of the University of Oregon, is expect- ป้ า to be in the peak of his fighting career against \(\text{Joe}^{3}\)质量问题 in his September bout.

HERE's some interesting figures from the world of sports—according to official records released by the Seinen Kyodan质量问题, Honolulu’s warehouse league, \(\text{John}^{7}\)质量问题, captain and shortstop of the McCally’s, the highest-scoring team in the league, finished the season with 18 hits out of 87. Eight other batters are kicking well over the .300 mark in this woman’s loop.

RECONSIDERING a previous action, the University of Hawaii basketball and senior basketball leagues, it was announced by Athletic Director Pump Searle. The ASUH decided not to sponsor the league several months ago in the event that the efforts to organize a new senior circuit has run into difficulties, Searle stated that the University athletics has changed its mind.

GUY SIMMONS, coach and handler of the Coca Cola质量问题 team, announced that his team has just lined up a schedule of 15 games for the balance of the season.

The ASUH decided not to sponsor the loops several months ago in the event that the efforts to organize a new senior circuit has run into difficulties, Searle stated that the University athletics has changed its mind.

Class B Starts Final Week of Play Tonight

The play-off championship of the Hawaiian Amateur Basketball League starts tonight with four teams vying for the championship. The Hilo District, the Oahu District, the Maui District, and the Kauai District are the four quarters.

The state title will be decided in the last week of the season, with four games scheduled.

Class B Playoffs:

- **Hilo District**: Hilo High vs. Hilo Normal.
- **Oahu District**: Pearl City vs. Kamehameha.
- **Maui District**: Mauka vs. Maui High.
- **Kauai District**: Kauai High vs. Kalaheo.

**Finals**:

- Hilo High vs. Hilo Normal.
- Pearl City vs. Kamehameha.
- Mauka vs. Maui High.
- Kauai High vs. Kalaheo.

The state title game will be played on Saturday, August 18, at 10:30 a.m. at the Hilo Civic Auditorium.

**Summit**

- Hilo High vs. Hilo Normal.
- Pearl City vs. Kamehameha.
- Mauka vs. Maui High.
- Kauai High vs. Kalaheo.

The state title game will be played on Saturday, August 18, at 10:30 a.m. at the Hilo Civic Auditorium.

FREE CF TVS TO WINAT EACH COACHING

All games will be played at the Hilo Civic Auditorium.
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**VFW MEMBERS WILL OBTAIN**

42nd FESTIVE NIGHT FOR MILITARY HONOR

The Hawaii Veterans of Foreign Wars, an organization of veterans, will celebrate its 42nd annual anniversary on Thursday, August 21, at the Pahu Hotel.

The event will feature a variety of entertainment, including a dance, a speech by a representative of the American Legion, and a display of military equipment.

The VFW members will also have the opportunity to purchase commemorative pins, which are being sold to raise funds for the organization.

**Dokuritsu Team Cops Inter Island Nisei Softball Title**

**FAVORITES GARNER INTERSECTIONAL GAMES SUNDAY**

The Dokuritsu Team defeated the HRC Class B baseball league champions, a 7-6 aggregate victory in the first game, and will face the Hilo (HRC) junior league champions next Sunday.

**TURKS BLANK PEPS, JAC IS CLOSE WINNER**

As expected favorites prevailed through the two international baseball games yesterday afternoon at the stadium, with JAC (HRC) defeated debutantes.

**LEW ISHIKAWA HURSE ONE-HITTER IN 4-0 WIN OVER CIC**

**VICTORY BASKETBALL TEAM PLAYS MILLICENT**

[Note: The text is cut off, and the full content is not visible.]

**SHOWCASE THIS AUGUST**

Returning back Monday morning on a hurried trip to pick up his belongings. Prime Minister, former Kamehameha High school student, will be in town for the opening of the school year.

**WIVES, NATIVECAREERS**

In two or three years from now, the Hawaii Pump basketball loops will have another champion. The Hilo CYO will be in the running for the title, as their other two runs came in the first round.
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